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Abstract 

This report describes the development of an application used to configure integrations used by 

Sigma Integration Architecture (SIA). The application is aimed towards Sigma personnel 

unfamiliar with the integration architecture, as it provides the user with various help elements in 

an effort to ease the configuration process and lower the entry barrier for creating and editing 

integrations. Using Java's reflection API in combination with dynamic proxies, the application is 

able to perform validation and simulation of integration pipelines before they are used for 

production. We also include a cache mechanism to speed up the process, and provide 

experimental verification of caching performance. The application is developed as two separate 

parts, consisting of a back end written in Java, and a web-based front end created with 

AngularJS. 

 

Sammanfattning 

Denna rapport redogör för utvecklingen av en applikation som används för att konfigurera 

integrationer som används av Sigma Integration Architecture (SIA). Applikationen är riktad till 

Sigma-personal som inte är vana vid denna integrationsarkitektur, då den tillhandahåller 

användaren med en rad olika hjälp-element för att underlätta konfigurationensprocessen och 

sänka tröskeln för att kunna skapa och redigera integrationer. Genom att använda Javas reflection 

API i kombination med dynamic proxies, kan applikationen utföra validering och simulering av 

integrationer innan de används i produktion. Vi innefattar även cache-metod för att snappa upp 

processen, och påvisar även testverifikation av cache-processen. Applikationen är utvecklad som 

två separata delar, bestående av en back end skriven i Java, och en webbaserad front end skapad 

med AngularJS. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

Sigma IT consulting is a an IT consulting and management company, and a subsidiary of Sigma 

AB. Sigma has developed a tool (SIA, Sigma Integration Architecture) for implementing 

integration between different systems. This tool is which is written in Java. 

 

An integration implemented in SIA consists of several flow-schemes, which are referred to as 

pipelines. These pipelines are defined in an XML-file, which is processed by SIA. Each pipeline 

consists of several different modules, a module essentially being a Java class executed with some 

configuration parameters defined in the configuration file. The data, or payload, loaded into the 

pipeline is being manipulated by each module and carried on for further manipulation in the next 

module in the pipeline. 

1.2. Pipeline process 

1.2.1. Overview 

A pipeline consists of several modules, with each module performing some action on the 

received data and then passing the modified data along to the next module. One simple example 

of a pipeline could be: 

 

● Download a JSON file from a web service. 

● Modifying that data with some logic. 

● Printing the processed data to a CSV-file. 

● Uploading the CSV-file to another system via FTP. 

 

In the example above, the pipeline would consist of 4 different modules, one for each step 

described. 

 

 
Figure 1. Four modules are connected to form a pipeline. This figure illustrates the modules 

involved to perform the process described above, where a file is read from a web service, 

modified, parsed and uploaded to a FTP server. 

1.2.2. Pipeline configuration 

When this project started, all configuration of these pipelines had to be manually edited directly 

in an XML-file, thus making the configuration of these limited to developers. As some of these 

configuration files can upwards of a thousand lines long, the configuration process could be very 
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time consuming and prone to errors. This, in combination with the lack of documentation for 

these configurations, as well as being hard to configure also makes the configuration cluttered 

and hard to understand. 

 

 
Figure 2. Example of how a download module is configured in the configuration XML-file.  

 

1.3. Project 

As the configuration of these integrations was effectively limited to developers already familiar 

with the SIA platform, the project consists making a tool for editing and managing the 

configuration of these integrations. The tool aims to make the configuration process available to 

other administrative personnel to substantially lowering the barrier to be able to create and 

manage integrations, as well as simplifying the configuration process while also describing the 

role of each pipeline. 

 

In addition to easing the configuration process of creating and editing the modules making up the 

pipelines, it would also make configuration less prone to errors by validating user inputs and 

provide ability to simulate the execution of pipelines. The tool was also supposed provide an 

overview of the configuration in order to make very complex integrations easier for non-

developers to understand, this entailed having the tool be able to generate documentation for 

integrations as a PDF document with varying levels of abstraction. 

 

The project consisted of two separate parts, a front end and a back end. The front end being 

responsible for presenting the integrations to the user and allowing the user to edit the 

integration. The back end is responsible for parsing the different configuration files and loading 

all classes (which is essentially a module in a pipeline) referred to by the implementations and 

analyzing these, as well as performing integration simulations.  
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Figure 3. Implementation architecture.  

 

The Java archive is the resulting single jar-file containing both the back end part and the 

front end web application, with an embedded http-server in order to serve the web application 

to the user via a internet browser. A simple JavaFX-part (see section 2.1) is also included in 

this single file to serve the web application to the user while running as a standalone 

application, without relying upon the embedded http-server. 

 

The 'configuration back end' block is described in Section 3, and the AngularJS application 

(the boxes labelled with A) represents the user interface. The {JSON}-blocks illustrates that 

the communication between the different parts are in the form of JSON-messages. The class-

files illustrated are the external class files loaded from the different SIA API libraries, which 

are illustrated with the JAR-files and ‘class files’ folder. 
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1.4. Requirements 

The basal requirement was to create a tool for creating and managing configurations for the SIA 

API. 

 

The requirements was for the tool to be able to: 

 

1. Manage integration configurations by creating new pipelines, adding modules to existing 

pipelines, as well as change module parameters. 

 

2. Run standalone with its own GUI. 

 

3. Be executed via the web browser. 

 

4. Be operating system independent with no other dependencies. 

 

5. Verify the integrity of an integration. 

 

6. Simulate integration pipelines without affecting live systems. 

 

7. Generate documentation from an integration in the form of a PDF document. 
 

The tool needs to be able to perform these tasks on both current and future versions of the SIA 

API. 
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2. Realization and tools 

2.1. System design and rationale 

As the SIA-platform itself was written in Java, Java was chosen as the language used for this 

project as well. This also resonated well with the requirement for the tool to be able to run in 

both Windows and Linux environments. While not part of the initial reasoning for choosing Java, 

it later became really useful, as the simulation part of the project relied heavily on Java’s 

reflection API for analyzing and executing the external classes used by the integrations. 

 

In the beginning of the project the specification stated that the tool was to be able to run as a 

standalone application, without an application server or any other dependencies while also 

having the ability to execute it remotely via a web browser to enable usage in both test- and 

production environments. The original plan was to construct a standalone, native Java 

application, with an embedded web server which provided a bridge between the backend and an 

additional, separate web interface, essentially requiring the construction of two separate 

interfaces. 

 

During the first week these requirements were altered to only provide a graphical interface via a 

web browser and running a servlet on the backend which would send and receive JSON-

messages to the web interface. While working on this solution the requirements were again 

altered to require the application to be run standalone as well as being able to use the web 

interface remotely. One option here was to embed the web interface in a web container in a 

native Java application while opening the websocket in the backend as previously thought. This 

did fit rather well with the original approach, using JavaServer Faces. This requirement evolved 

the plan to consist of embedding the HTML-view of the JSF-application inside the native 

application itself. However, this option did eventually prove unfeasible as some of the server 

instances on which this integration platform was to be executed may not support binding a port 

to the application, which would be uncircumventable using the JSF technology [1]. 

 

The final approach settled upon consisted of constructing the front end as a web application with 

AngularJS while adding a http-listener to the back end, using JSON-based communication 

between them. This satisfied the requirement of allowing for remote configuration, which would 

be the primary usage scenario. In order to make the configuration tool also being able to run as a 

native application, the web interface was embedded into a simple JavaFX interface. Using 

AngularJS within a JavaFX container allowed the web interface to communicate directly with 

JavaFX, making JavaFX acting as a bridge between the front end and the back end [3].  

 

This approach allowed the application to be run both remotely via a web browser as well as a 

native application, without the need to bind any ports on the server. Allowing the web interface 

to be reused in the native application and eliminated the need of constructing two separate user 

interfaces. The files making up the AngularJS application as well as the JavaFX interface was 

embedded in the back end application, allowing the AngularJS application to be loaded directly 

to the JavaFX interface, or fetched via the http server. This solution was also well suited in the 
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aspect of maintaining separability of the front end and back end as the JSON-communication 

initially implemented could easily be extended or replaced with some other transportation data 

format, such as XML, to further extend the accessibility and usages of the configuration by 

implementing other administration interfaces. 

2.1.1. JSON data structure 

The JSON messages sent between the front end and the back end has four basic parameters: 

configFile, action, params and data. The stateless nature of the back end requires the current 

requested configuration file to be supplied in each message sent from the front end. The action 

specifies the current action, such as requesting or saving and integration. The data parameter 

contains a complete representation of the integration, which keeps the same structure as the 

original XML configuration. 

 

A complete reference documentation of the JSON message data structure was produced as part 

of the project in order to facilitate future development on the project. See Appendix A. The 

attached documentation for the available commands was generated by the tool itself via 

reflection on the Command-class used by the back end, making the tool capable of generating its 

own documentation. 

2.1.2. AngularJS and JSON objects 

Due to Angular’s two-way data binding, the data object representing an integration, received 

from the back end, could be mapped to the DOM (Document Object Model) and edited directly 

within the HTML document, instantly applying any changes to the integration object. This keeps 

the existing data structure intact, making it trivial to send the same object to the back end when 

saving changes to an integrations or performing simulations, as these actions requires the front 

end to send a complete JSON-representation of the configuration to the back end. [9] 

2.1.3. MVC 

Model-view-controller is an architectural design pattern which separates the application into 

three components, each responsible for a different aspect of the application: 

 

● Model: the part of the representing the data and handling all the logic for the application.  

● View: Displays the data to the user. 

● Controller: Handles user interaction and connects the model and the view, requesting and 

processing data between them. 

 

The MVC patterns helps to keep the code management for complex applications, as well as 

facilitating modularity by keeping all parts decoupled from each other [8]. In this project the Java 

back end part would be considered the model while the controller and the view would be 

implemented with AngularJS. This further aids with the modularity, should there be a wish to 

replace the interface or the method in which systems communicates with the back end (model). 
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2.1.4. Reflection 

 

Performing the simulations and supplying the proper explanation and commentation of 

properties, to the interface would rely heavily on Java’s reflection abilities. Reflection is a 

relatively advanced feature which enables a system to inspect code in other systems, or in the 

system itself, allowing an application to perform structural and behavioural analysis of both the 

application itself as well as other applications. The Java reflection API has the ability to look up 

and iterate through all the methods and variables available for any given class without any prior 

knowledge or insight of the class. This enables this tool to “look inside” and analyze the classes 

making up the SIA API and gain complete access to them, including private fields and methods. 

[4]  

2.2. Tools 

Computers with Windows was used for the development and IntelliJ as well as Eclipse was the 

development environments used for the project. Both workstations and software was supplied by 

Sigma.  

2.2.1. AngularJS 

AngularJS is a web application framework used to develop dynamic, rich internet applications 

implementing the MVC architecture. It adds the ability to make custom templates, called 

directives, directly in the HTML without the need of any server side rendering, making it 

possible to create very powerful applications and interfaces using only HTML and JavaScript.[7] 

2.2.2. PDFBox 

In order to generate documentation as PDF-documents the PDFBox library was chosen. As there 

exists multiple libraries for generating PDF-documents with Java, PDFBox was chosen due to its 

Apache License and relatively small size. 1 

 

  

                                                 
1 Apache PDFBox - A Java PDF Library, https://pdfbox.apache.org/ 
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3. Back end implementation 

 
Figure 4. UML class diagram representing the back end configuration which is requested either 

via the web server or the JavaFX interface by using the JsonCmdParser class. Requests can also 

be made by passing command line arguments to the application. Requests are then passed as a 

Command object to the SiaConf class which is essentially the core of the application by parsing 

a configuration file via the XMLFileParser, accepting requests and performing actions such as 

generating PDF documentation, analyzing classpaths and performing simulations. 
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3.1. Overview 

This chapter focuses on the implementation of the back end part of the application. The back end 

is the core part of the application and is responsible for directly manipulating the integration 

based on user inputs as well as supplying the user with the data and information about the 

integrations. The information sent to the user is a representation of an integration along with data 

about the classes used, which is gathered by using Javas reflection API. 

 

Most of the requirements stated in section 1.4 are functionality provided by the back end, 

including: 

 

● Requirement 7: Generating PDF documentation from integrations (see section 3.2). 

 

● Requirement 5: Verifying the integrity of integrations, which is solved by analyzing class 

files with reflection and adding custom annotations for the SIA API (see section 3.4). 

 

● Requirement 6: Pipeline simulation, involving executing a pipeline without affecting 

surrounding systems, which is solved by using dynamic proxies and class substitution 

(see section 3.5).  

 

The complete separation of the back end from the front end in the project was a design decision 

made as to facilitate the modularity of the system as well as a good solution to satisfy both 

requirement 2: the requirement of being able to run standalone, as well as requirement 3: to be 

used remotely via a web browser. 

 

In the UML diagram in Figure 4, the SiaConf class and the classes directly associated with 

makes up the representation of the "configuration back end" in Figure 3.  

 

Embedding the back end and the front end together with an http-server and a simple JavaFX-

class makes up the resulting Java archive (Figure 3), still allowing the core functionality of the 

back end part to be completely separated from the application and be run independently or used 

in a new Java application where requesting the functionality provided. 

 

When the back end reads an integration configuration file, consisting of pipelines and modules, it 

parses the XML-file and represents it with an internal data structure for the pipelines, modules 

and configuration attributes. All tasks such as simulation and generating documentation is then 

performed on this internal representation. When the AngularJS interface requests an integration, 

the complete representation is then sent to the front end, represented in JSON-format. This 

enables the front end to keep the data structure intact, allowing it to keep the complete 

representation of the  configuration, while only making changes to the parts of the configuration 

understood and yet implemented by the AngularJS interface. This makes the interface able to 

edit configurations which, in the future, may have additional configuration options or new types 

of element defined in the configuration XML-file. 

 

Aiding the separability of the system, the back end performs the actions and manipulations of the 

integrations on its own internal representation of the integrations and implements a set of parser-

classes. This approach eases the ability to implement other forms of communication with the 
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back end, without locking the system to any specific data format, such as JSON, which is 

currently used for front end - back end communication. The tool is initially created with two 

parser classes, a “JSON-parser” and a “command line-parser”, allowing the back end to perform 

functions directly from the command line, without the need for an interface, making the back end 

able to perform simulations and generating PDF documentations from integrations directly from 

the terminal. This would be the prefered use case on terminal-only systems, and it also enabled 

batch creation of PDFs and batch simulations. 

3.1.1. The SIA Platform 

To conceptually grasp the different integration processes and to be able to come up with the most 

efficient solution for achieving all the requirements, a significant amount of time was spent 

researching the architecture of the SIA platform itself. The SIA platform has been developed by 

Sigma to perform very customized tasks especially for their own needs and has been developed 

for an extended period of time and lacks any form of official documentation. This obscuration 

was also partly one of the problems that this tool was supposed to address and solve. 

 

The SIA-platform runs as multiple instances on different platforms, each running an arbitrary 

version of the API. An integration consists of several pipelines with each pipeline involving 

running a set of Java classes which are specified in the configuration file. A message object, or 

payload, is instantiated by the first class executed in the pipeline and is then carried onto the next 

class for further manipulation etcetera, until the pipeline finishes. The classpath for the classes 

used by an integration are specified in the configuration file. 

 

While the tool being developed was originally intended to be built upon the SIA platform itself, 

this provided a challenge when configuring implementations using older versions of the API, as 

the use of analyzing the available configuration via reflection would be affiliated with the API 

version currently used by the tool. This prompted an approach where the tool was constructed 

completely isolated from the SIA-platform and referencing the SIA version used by each 

integration separately. Using this approach meant that the reflection of the SIA platform had to 

be extended to use custom class loaders in order to to analyze the separate class files and JAR-

packages used by each integration. Albeit building the tool as part of the SIA platform itself 

would have simplified the simulation and verification process significantly, it would only had 

allowed these features on future versions of the platform and hindered configuration of all 

integrations using a previous version of the API, thus not fulfilled all of the requirements set for 

the project. 

3.2. Generating documentation 

One part of the project required the application to include the ability to generate documentation 

for an integration. There was no stated requirement as in which format this documentation 

should be outputted, but in order to achieve maximum compatibility, PDF was chosen as the 

format for the generated documentations. The documentation had to be targeted to different 

audiences, such as developers, support personnel or clients with no or limited technical 

knowledge. This prompted the generation to take various parameters specifying what 

information to output to the PDF-documentation, making the level of abstraction for a 
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documentation to be customized for each intended receiver each time a documentation is 

generated. The parameters for the documentation generation are available in Appendix A. 

3.3. Performance and caching 

All classes contained within the external libraries are not assignable as modules in integrations, 

as a requirement for the this is that the class itself, or any of its superclasses implements the 

Executable interface. This interface has been the fundamental interface of all modules since the 

first version of the SIA-API and is available in all versions since. Even though there were really 

no performance requirements, as there would rarely be more than mostly a few simultaneous 

users for each instance of the configuration application, using reflection to analyze all classes 

and their respective superclasses could take several seconds for classpaths containing many 

classes, sometimes even as much as 10 seconds. Even though most of the classes available in the 

external libraries did not implement the Executable interface, thus not fitting the criteria of being 

runnable in an integration, all of the classes still had to be examined with reflection in order to 

determine this. Optimizing or speeding up this process was not possible as the actual class-

lookup step itself is the most time-consuming step in the process of accessing a class via 

reflection [2]. Despite no hard performance requirements, this loading time was not reasonable 

and implementing some kind of caching was deemed necessary. This was at first countered by 

simply caching the class information obtained via reflection in a data structure in the memory.  

 

This kind of memory caching did work well as long as the configuration tool was kept running, 

but most of the use cases consisted of running the application once per session and then 

terminating it, making the initial load time for configurations with many classes in the classpath 

unfeasibly long, promoting the need of implementing some disk based caching. 

 

As the system, being relatively “dynamic”, meaning that changes to custom classes could be 

quite frequent, prevented the caching a collection of available classes for an integration simply 

based on a the file path (a jar file or folder which contains a collection of java class files) or 

classpath (a collection of one or many file paths). Using only this path to identify a cache could 

hinder the tool from identifying changes to classes or completely miss new classes added, 

without clearing the cache. 

 

Circumventing this required calculating a checksum for each file path, based on the classes 

within, to be able to catch changes to the file path. 

 

Using this checksum to “remember” which classes, inside a specific jar-file or class-folder, was 

valid classes still lead to one type of problem that could occur under some circumstances, when 

one file path consisted of classes which was dependent on classes from another file path. In this 

scenario, if the dependent file path was not present during the cache, the depending classes 

would fail to validade. This problem required the caching implementation to take into 

consideration the entire classpath present when a file path was cached. This lead to the caching 

implementation using checksum of all classes inside a file path in combination with the entire 

classpath supplied during caching to store the list of available classes. 
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Figure 5 shows a custom library having a 

dependency in a separate file path. Even 

though custom.MyClass implements the 

Executable interface required for 

runnable modules, the class would not 

evaluate as a valid class if the sia.jar was 

missing from the classpath. 

Figure 5. Dependency in separate file path. 

3.3.1. Performance test and results 

Using this method of caching could result in a significant decrease in loading the available 

classes from a given classpath. The performance tests was performed on 4 different classpath, 

each containing 60'000, 20'000, 700 and 50 classes respectively. All of the classpaths contained 

50 classes implementing the required Executable interfaces, making them valid integration 

classes. This means that the last classpath contained no invalid classes. The load times presented 

in the Figure 3 are the average time of 10 examinations of each respective classpath. 

 
Figure 6. Comparing times of loading classes from a classpath, caches vs non-cached. The 

purple columns represent the time taken to examine all available classes and the teal columns 

represents the time taken when using the disk based cache. 

 

As each classpath contains 50 valid classes, the loading time when using the cache is expected to 

be consistent, regardless of the number of classes available in the examined classpaths. Looking 

at the result, a significant decrease in loading time is achieved when many classes present in a 

classpath was not useable in integrations, but was negligible when the classpath contained fewer 

classes. 
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The classpath containing 700 classes was from an actual SIA integration. The one containing 50 

classes was a custom classpath with 50 valid classes stripped from other dependencies solely for 

the purpose of the test. The tests made with 20'000 and 60'000 classes was the same SIA 

integrations with large arbitrary jar-libraries added to the classpath for the sake of testing 

performance. It is however the case that some SIA configurations have dependencies of ~50k jar 

files, making the tests performed germane. 

 

Even though any integration yet had more than 50 valid classes available in the classpath, the 

tests were also conducted on a classpath with 4000 valid classes, without significantly deviating 

from the tests results with 50 valid classes. 

3.4. Automatic verification 

As an important purpose of the tool is to simplify the creation and management of the 

configuration files for the integrations used by the SIA API, the user need to be supplied with 

information which aids this process. This is information such as which modules (Java classes) 

are available for a specific integration and which configuration options are available for each of 

these modules. 

 

In order to supply the user with hints in the form of available classes with all the possible 

configuration options available for each of these classes, Java’s reflection API was used to load 

the classes into the back-end application and analyzing the attributes for all classes. This data 

was then structured into a JSON message and sent to the user interface. The data gathered was 

primarily the name, or configuration attribute, and datatype of the attribute. The attribute names 

was used to supply the user with predefined configuration parameters in the interface. 

 

This information enabled the user to create edit integrations without the any specific knowledge 

of the integration. 

 

 
Figure 7. Available configuration attributes in a DefaultFTPEntryPoint class. These attributes 

are now provided to the user via reflection from the back end. 

3.4.1. Custom annotations 

In order to make verification more comprehensive than just supplying available configuration 

parameters, as well as user friendly, and to further minimize the risk of errors occurring, a 
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custom annotation class was added to the latest (and thus also future) versions of the SIA 

platform in order to apply custom properties to the available configuration attributes. These 

properties explained even further to the user what kind of input/value was expected for a 

configuration option. The properties chosen in this initial release was: 

 

● comment: a generic comment explaining the behaviour of the attribute. 

 

● defaultValue: the default value for the property. 

 

● isPath: indicating whether the expected value is a path. 

 

● isRegEx: indicating whether the expected value is a regular expression. 

 

● range: supplying the lower- and upper bounds for an integer value. 

 

● values: supplying an array of possible values. 

 

These values were then supplied to the interface in order to further validate the value of the 

supplied inputs. For instance, in the case that an attribute was given the isPath property, the input 

value would be sent from the interface to the back end to check whether the value is a valid path 

on the server. All validation and error checking provided in the interface are of a purely 

supportive and guidance nature, and can all be ignored, in order to not make the configuration 

interface any more restrictive than editing the raw configuration file as there might be cases 

where the used would want to override these restrictions. Should a user enter an invalid value for 

an attribute, the user is simply served with a warning. Apart from path-validation, verifying the 

user input based on the parameters supplied by the Info-annotation is implemented in the front 

end. 

 

The comment property used in the annotation could also be applied to classes used by the SIA-

API. This comment would be used to provide a way for a developer of a class to supply a brief 

explanation of the class and have a way of providing this information in the user interface. 

 

 
Figure 8. An example of using a custom annotation for a configuration attribute. 

 

3.5. Simulation 

When making changes to, or creating a new integration, in order to be certain that a pipeline 

process behaves as expected and the output file or output message is consistent with what is 

desired, the pipeline has to be executed. In order to validate a pipeline by executing it, and not 

actually making any permanent changes, the pipeline need to be able to simulate such an 

executing. 
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The process of executing a pipeline usually involves some permanent action either by 

downloading and deleting a file from an FTP-server, from the file system or modifying some 

data in a database. The output of a pipeline often entails sending a file to some external business 

or management system for further processing. Some of these actions could potentially trigger 

various other actions, such as placing an order in a business system, or sending an invoice to a 

billing system. Therefore simulating a pipeline mandates that source data remain unmodified, 

requiring all input- and output data to be overridden in the simulation process.  

 

A simulation can be performed by the user at any time, via the front end interface, after any 

changes has been made, in order to validate various settings such as directories, credentials and 

data parsing. Simulation can also be made via command line parameters, enabling the use of 

simulating multiple integrations simultaneously. This is useful for automated verification of 

integrations, for instance via batch scripts or other applications in order to catch broken 

integrations, caused by changed credentials or other changes in depending systems. 

 
Figure 9. Overview of the simulation process. 

 

 

Using proxies made it possible to load a pipelines external Java-class- and JAR-package- 

dependencies into a custom classloader in the configuration application. This enabled the 

application to instantiate the external classes identified in the configuration and allowed the 

application to run integration pipelines, while at the same time also being able to intercept and 

modify the payloads sent between the modules. This level of control and access to the payloads 

was crucial in order to perform simulations without modifying the surrounding environment. 

3.5.1. Proxies 

Performing the simulations involved instantiating, running and analyzing the responses of 

different classes from different classloaders. Using Java's reflection capabilities to extract 

information about the classes, instantiating objects and communication with these isolated class 

loaders was not trivial. Solving this rather complex task was done by using proxies. A proxy in 

Java is an object which acts as a pass through to the real object. This allows for the proxy to 

method to alter the real behaviour of the called method and intercept the payloads send between 

the different modules or class calls. 
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Figure 10. Proxy design pattern. SimulationInvoker (The Proxy) acts as an interface to 

the SIAModule by implementing the same interface as the SIAModule class and invoking 

the called method on the SIAModule instance, with the capability to intercept and 

manipulate both the parameters and the return values from the proxied object. 

3.5.2. Dynamic proxies 

All different classes available as modules in any of the SIA integrations, even though using 

different versions of the SIA-API, all fundamentally implemented the same interface, called 

Executable, and the payloads passed between the modules all implemented a Message interface. 

In the configuration tool it would be much prefered to have an object implement the Executable 

interface and simply calling the implemented methods while simply analyzing the payload after 

each class has been called. However, the interfaces in each isolated class loader was not visible 

to the configuration tool, which proned the need of a bridge between these configuration tool and 

the classloaders.  

 

The solution to this problem was another powerful concept from the Java reflection package 

called dynamic proxies. A dynamic proxy is a class that can dynamically implement interfaces 

specified at runtime. Using dynamic proxies made it possible for the two fundamental interfaces 

used by the SIA-API to be added to the configuration project and then be dynamically 

implemented on an object which delegates the methods to a separate classloader. [5] 
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Figure 11. Using dynamic proxies to instantiate classes with interfaces present in isolated 

classloaders. 

 

When a proxy has been created for a target object, the proxy invoker class needs to "map" the 

interface methods to the methods in the simulated object. To map a simple void method which 

takes no parameters, it can simply be mapped by the method name. For methods that take 

parameter types provided by the JVM classloader (such as String, List, etc.) it is as simple as 

passing these parameter types along from the implemented interface (Executable in this 

scenario). However, problem occurs when the a method has parameter types of custom interfaces 

inside the isolated classloader, which are not visible to the current classloader. Albeit the method 

have the same method signatures, as they exist inside separate classloaders, Java does not 

recognize the parameter types of a method as the same object. Having the proxy instance 

correctly map to the corresponding methods was crucial in order to pass along the Message 

objects from one class instance to another, thus mapping a method simply by its name was 

inadequate. 

 

Solving this problem in essence means implementing an interface, which is specified at runtime, 

on an object. That is precisely the problem that the dynamic proxies solved when implementing 

the Executable interface for the classes in the isolated classloaders, meaning that by recursively 
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creating proxies for each argument passed to the method, the method signature could be 

translated to the precise method signature matching a method found in the separate classloaders. 

 

Using this recursive method for invoking proxied method works elegantly in this particular 

scenario due to the fact that all the parameters which are not part of the JVM itself are interface 

classes. As a proxy can only be implemented to mimic an interface and not a class this approach 

would not have been sustainable had not all return objects and parameters of all SIA base classes 

been interfaces. [6] 

3.5.3. Class substitution 

Some classes that could cause changes to production environments was replaced by 

“substitution-classes”, available in the configuration tool. An example of such a class would be 

the FTPServicePoint, which would upload a file to an FTP-server. This class was substituted by 

a custom class which simply validated the user credentials by connecting to the FTP server and 

immediately disconnecting, preventing any changes to surrounding systems. 
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4. Evaluation and conclusion 

It can be confidently said that the resulting product does satisfy all the initial requirements and 

conditions set for the project. 

 

1. Manage integration configurations by creating new pipelines, adding modules to existing 

pipelines, as well as change module parameters. 

Integrations can be created and modified using the application. Users can add new pipelines to 

existing configurations as well as adding and modifying the modules associated with each 

pipeline. 

 

2. Run standalone with its own GUI. 

With the use of JavaFX and its ability to directly interact with the front end JavaScript, the 

application can be run standalone, without any dependencies or port bindings.  

 

3. Be executed via the web browser. 

By embedding the user interface with a http-server inside the application, the interface can be 

served via http, with the back end acting as a RESTful service with JSON communication.  

 

4. Be operating system independent with no other dependencies. 

Written in Java and taking advantage of Java's built in functionality, such as reflection and http-

listener package, no external libraries or applications are required. As the SIA platform itself is 

also written in Java, no additional dependencies, aside from a Java, are needed to run the 

application. 

 

4. Verify the integrity of an integration. 

With the use of reflection the modules of an integration served to the user, as well as the modules 

available attributes. Custom annotations adds further means of validating attribute values and 

user inputs. 

 

6. Simulate integration pipelines without affecting live systems. 

The use of the proxy design pattern along with dynamic proxies allows for complete control of 

the process when executing a pipeline, allowing the user to perform simulations without 

affecting surrounding systems. 

 

7. Generate documentation from an integration in the form of a PDF document. 

The tool is capable of generating PDF-documentation from integrations or separate pipelines 

with a number of different print-options, making it possible to generate documentation on 

different abstraction-levels. 
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4.1. Experience 

During the course of the project a lot of new knowledge has been gained, especially Java, in 

which my previous knowledge was very limited. This knowledge focused mostly on Java's 

reflection library and the ability to use dynamic proxies. I had also never used the AngularJS 

framework, which I became slightly familiar with, which included a lot of new parts, including 

how it makes use of directives, modules and controllers. However, I have merely scratched the 

surface on AngularJS as this framework contains many more different components, and in order 

to actually develop other projects using AngularJS, the knowledge has to be increased 

substantially. Another experience that has been gathered is how projects are planned and 

executed, including daily work-flows and how the agile development process, in an enterprise 

environment. 

4.2. Future work 

One goal when constructing the application was to make it modular to ease the process of 

replacing or extending the interaction with the back end. Especially applying to the AngularJS 

interface, as there may very well appear further functionality requests or requirement that could 

not be satisfied by the AngularJS interface, demanding the construction of a new user interface. 

This design approach also makes it easy to add additional logic which interacts with the 

configuration back end. One such use could be to make the SIA platform itself request the back 

end to perform simulations on pipelines before actually running them in an effort to avoid errors 

during the execution process. Further extending on this design, the process of executing and 

scheduling the integrations could be completely handled by the configuration tool, replacing the 

scheduled shell-scripts that are handling pipeline execution today. Another thing that will 

probably be added in the future is the use of additional annotation options, which would also be 

trivial to implement.  
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